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Abstract: The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an ultra-high energy (UHE)cosmic neutrino detector located
at the South Pole. The cosmic ray flux cut off for primary energies above 1019.5 eV leads us to expect a UHE
neutrino flux due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect. The detection of these UHE cosmic neutrinos
will add to the understanding of the sources and physics of UHE cosmic rays. The radio Cherenkov technique is
the most promising technique for a long term program to investigate the UHE cosmic neutrino flux. ARA uses
this radio Cherenkov technique with radio frequency antennas deployed at a depth of 200m in the Antarctic ice.
A prototype ARA TestBed station was deployed in the 2010-2011 season and the first three ARA stations were
deployed in the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 seasons. We presentthe status of the first neutrino search with ARA,
using data taken from 2011-2012 with the ARA TestBed.
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1 Introduction
The cosmic ray flux cutoff for primary energies above
1019.5 eV [1] leads us to expect an UHE neutrino flux due
to the Berezinsky-Zatsepin effect [2] as decay products
of cosmic ray interactions with cosmic microwave back-
ground photons following from the GZK process [3, 4].
These UHE neutrinos can travel cosmological distances
and some arrive at the Earth and interact with a nucleon
in Antarctican ice. This interaction creates an electromag-
netic shower within the ice which creates an impulsive
radio-frequency (RF) signal via the Askaryan effect [5].
These RF signals can then be measured by strategically
placed antennas in or above the ice to help reconstruct in-
formation about the initial incident neutrino.

The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an experiment
consisting of an array of such RF antennas placed within
the ice sheet at the South Pole and is designed to detect
ultra-high energy neutrinos. The antennas are arranged in
stations consisting of a combination of horizontally (HPol)
and vertically (VPol) polarized antennas. A design station
consists of eight HPol and eight VPol antennas at a depth
in the ice of 200 meters and four surface antennas used for
background rejection.

To date, one prototype TestBed station and three design
stations have been deployed in the ice. The prototype sta-
tion was deployed in the 2010-2011 drilling season, while
the three design stations were deployed in the 2011-2012
and 2012-2013 drillings seasons.

This paper presents two complementary analyses using
data taken with the TestBed station. The first analysis im-
plements a cut-based method that uses a few quality and
analysis cuts designed to reject background signals and
accept neutrino signals. The second analysis is template-
based and searches for unique impulsive signals through
comparison between events. A limited number of cuts are
also included in this method, primarily for rejecting known
background sources.

2 TestBed Station
The prototype TestBed station differs from the layout of
the design stations for the full array. The TestBed station
consists of eight HPol and six VPol antennas with two
surface antennas. For logistical reasons, four of the HPol
and four of the VPol antennas were buried at depths of
∼ 30 meters while the remaining four HPol and two VPol
antennas were placed near the surface. The signals from
the six shallow antennas are sampled at 1 GHz while the
signals from the eight deep antennas are interleaved to an
effective sampling rate of 2 GHz. A bandpass filter with
a range of 150 MHz to 800 MHz is applied to the input
signal.

A trigger condition is applied to signals recorded by the
station to reduce background and retain potentially inter-
esting data. The input voltage is passed through a tunnel
diode and the data that is recorded contains a tunnel diode
output power greater than a threshold in three out of the
14 antennas within a 100 ns window. The power thresh-
old may be adjusted to obtain different trigger rates. For
the cut-based analysis, we only use events triggered by the
eight deep antennas instead of all 14 but we use the wave-
form information from all antennas to reconstruct informa-
tion about those events. The template-based analysis uses
all triggered events. A more complete description of the de-
sign and operation of the TestBed station can be found in
[6].

3 Cut-based Analysis
The ARA collaboration uses a blinded analysis technique
to minimize individual bias in determining analysis criteria.
Of the full data set, only one out of every ten events is avail-
able for preliminary analysis and determining cut parame-
ters. For the tuning of the analysis cuts, we examined the
not-blinded data from 20 February 2012 to 30 June 2012.

For this analysis, we use a few different types of cuts to
attempt to eliminate background events from our final sam-
ple. First we apply a few initial quality cuts to reject anoma-
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lous electronics behavior and require only RF-triggered
events. The first analysis cut is a geometric cut that simply
identifies regions where background is expected to be high
and rejects events that reconstruct to that location. The sec-
ond cut requires that the signal be impulsive in nature, in
that the signal must lie above some multiple of the root-
mean-squared voltage. The third type of cut is designed to
rejected continuous wave background signals.

3.1 Quality cuts
There are several basic quality cuts applied to the data.
These include cuts that require the data to pass the RF trig-
ger and timing cuts that eliminate known periods of anoma-
lous electronics activity. One further quality cut applied
is a requirement that a significant portion of the power
lies within the accepted range of the electronics. This fre-
quency range is defined as 150-800 MHz. If more than 10
% of the power in an antenna’s waveform lies in the fre-
quency range of 0-150 MHz for any one regular antenna,
deep or shallow, then the event is cut. The same range ap-
plies for the surface antennas but the threshold is 90% as a
lower range of bandpass filters is applied to them (25-300
MHz) and thus require a different fractional power for re-
jection. This cut is designed to eliminate specific electron-
ics errors that are otherwise difficult to identify. The per-
centage of simulated neutrino events rejected by this cut is
less than 1%.

3.2 Geometric Cuts
The geometric cuts are based on an interferometric recon-
struction of the event. This reconstruction includes a ray-
tracing algorithm to account for the effects of the depth-
dependent index of refraction of the ice [7].

Events that reconstruct to South Pole Station (SPS) are
rejected. This area covers region of∼ 30◦ in azimuthal
angle. Events that reconstruct to within a 20◦ by 20◦ box
centered around the location of a calibration pulser are also
rejected, on the off-chance that the calibration pulser sent
a signal that did not coincide with the regular pulse timing.

Additionally, we identified regions where multiple
events reconstruct after several other cuts have been ap-
plied and we reject these regions as well. This cut accounts
for signals originating from unknown but repeating sources
and since signals from neutrino events are not expected to
occur at the same position repeatedly, they can be confi-
dently removed. Only one such location was identified at
a zenith angle of 150◦ and an azimuth of 30◦, indicating
the signal supposedly originates somewhere deep in the
ice. The rejection region was defined as a 20◦ in azimuthal
angle by 30◦ in zenith angle box centered around this po-
sition. These events may be due to mis-reconstruction of
another known source and work is being performed to im-
prove the reconstruction method to properly account for
this.

3.3 Impulsive Cut
The impulsive cut is designed to reject thermal noise back-
ground by requiring strong impulsive signals. An event
that passes the impulsive cut contains at least one time sam-
ple above a given threshold, defined as a multiple of the
RMS voltage for that antenna, in at least two antennas in
the event. This requirement attempts to eliminate random
fluctuations due to noise by requiring a stricter power input
than the trigger itself. The specific value for the Peak/RMS

cut that will be used is optimized against simulated events
and the non-blinded data set.

3.4 Continuous Wave Cut
This cut is designed to eliminate events that contain a
strong continuous wave (CW) component that could lead
to mis-reconstruction or false positives in the event count.
The method consists of a comparison between the fre-
quency spectrum of the recorded waveforms for each an-
tenna in an event and a background frequency spectrum or
baseline unique to each antenna. The baseline is found by
taking the average of the frequency spectrum of the wave-
forms for each antenna for a number of events from a sin-
gle run. A run which consists of approximately 30 minutes
of data or about 2000 events for the not-blinded data set
and the baseline includes only triggered events that pass
basic quality cuts.

Events are compared against baselines calculated from
the run in which they are contained with the follow-
ing exception. Certain time periods contain events with
a significant amount of CW contamination due to air-to-
ground communications, signals from weather balloons,
and other intermittently used communications frequencies.
Runs taken in these time periods potentially contain a large
proportion of events with a CW signal and would contam-
inate the baselines for these runs thus limiting the ability
of the technique to eliminate events with CW signals at
these frequencies. In order to account for this, the maxi-
mum correlation factor between waveforms from the same
antenna but sequential events is found. If the maximum
correlation factor is above 0.2, the event is considered to
be highly correlating to its neighboring event. Any neigh-
boring events that are highly correlated have similar wave-
forms and thus likely have a CW component at the same
frequency. Any baseline from a run with a fraction of high-
correlation-value events above 0.2 are skipped for baseline
comparison. Instead, the comparison is performed between
the event and a baseline from a run from a nearby time pe-
riod.

Events are rejected when the frequency spectrum ex-
ceeds a specified dB in voltage above the baseline fre-
quency spectrum for three antennas that all share the same
excess in dB within 5 MHz of each other. This specified
decibel value is the cut parameter and is later tuned to pro-
vide the optimal acceptance for the neutrinos events. An
example of this cut is given in Figure 1. For any given
event-to-baseline comparison, the baseline is adjusted up
or down against the mean of the frequency spectrum of the
event and a tilt correction is also applied to account for fluc-
tuations in the noise spectrum and to allow neutrino events,
which would have excess power in a range of frequency
bins, to pass as well.

We plan to develop this cut into an adaptive filter so that
the events may be retained but the CW contamination may
be removed. That way potentially valuable data may be
admitted to the final result.

3.5 Cut Optimization
The impulsive and CW cuts both will be tuned to maxi-
mize their efficiency at retaining a number of simulated
neutrino events while still rejecting a sizable proportion
of background events. The simulation used to generate the
test events was AraSim, which is described in [8].

To begin the optimization, we find the number of ob-
served events in our event set for a given set of CW and
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•  B3#%('#5):%27'#,-#2#Figure 1: An example of a baseline comparison. The event
spectrum (red) in this figure is taken from a run with known
weather balloon activity. It is compared against a baseline
from a neighboring run (black) and the threshold was set at
3.5 dB above the baseline (dotted black). In this example,
the spectrum of the event exceeds the given threshold of
3.5 dB above the baseline and, if 2 more antennas also see
this same level of excess in a frequency bin within 5 MHz,
the event will be rejected.

impulsive cuts. We assume that the majority of the events
in our sample derive from background and thus we set the
number of background events equal to the number of ob-
served events. For cuts that yield lower statistics at each
value of CW cut threshold, we fit the distribution of events
as a function of cut value to an exponential and acquire an
expected background for a set of cut values from this fit.

Then, the 90% upper bound limit on the signal was
calculated for each set of cuts assuming Poisson statistics.
Thus the likelihood is represented by

L(n|s) =
(s+ b)n

n
e−(s+b) (1)

wheres is the number of expected signal events,b is the
number of expected background events,n is the number
of observed events, and we setn = b. We calculate the
likelihood ratio

1−α =

∫ sup
−∞ L(n|s)π (s)ds
∫ ∞
−∞ L(n|s)π (s)ds

(2)

whereπ (s) = 0 for s < 0 andπ (s) = 1 for s ≥ 0. From
this form, we find the value ofsup that corresponds to
1−α = 0.90. The termsup is thus the upper limit for the
number of expected signal events for a given cut.

The next step requires a number of simulated neutrino
events at different energies. We use the signal efficiencies
from AraSim to interpret eachsup as a limit on the refer-
ence model given in the upper limit from Figure 9 from
Kotera et al [9]. We are working on finding the set of
cuts that provides the best constraints on this model. Us-
ing AraSim, we generated a statistically significant num-
ber (> 10000) of events that passed the trigger in simu-
lation at energies of log(E/eV) = 17 to 20 in steps of
∆ log(E/eV) = 0.5. Figure 2 shows the efficiency of the
CW and impulsive cuts for events generated at an energy
of 1017.5 eV, the energy bin that contributes the most to our
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Figure 2: This plot shows the efficiency of the cuts for a set
of 1017.5 eV neutrinos as a function of the cut parameters
for the CW and impulsive cuts.

sensitivity. This efficiency represents the number of neu-
trino events simulated at this energy that pass the cuts di-
vided by the number that pass the trigger in simulation.

4 Template-Based Analysis
The other of the two analysis strategies used by ARA traces
its heritage to the RICE experiment [10], which defined
‘background’ generically as any repetitive waveform or hit
antenna pattern. In this approach, a sequence of event-
selection criteria are initially applied to suppress both an-
thropogenic as well as thermal noise relative to ‘interest-
ing’ events (either in-ice neutrino interactions, typically
coming from the below a given ARA station, or down-
coming radio signals from extensive air showers (EAS)),
as follows:

1. After removing any large continuous wave (CW)
contamination, triggered events must have at least
4 antennas with voltage excursions larger than 6×
the root-mean-square voltageσV , as measured for
that particular antenna using forced triggers (and
excluding CW contributions)

2. Triggered events must have a well-reconstructed,
single source vertex point, as defined by the event
χ2, and using source identification algorithms based
on RICE heritage. In this source reconstruction
scheme, antennas are assigned a “hit-time” corre-
sponding to the time at which the voltage magni-
tude exceeds 6σV . The source vertex point~rS for
an event occuring at timetS is determined by find-
ing the space point which minimizes the sum of
the propagation-time residuals, assuming that ver-
tex point; i.e., minimizingΣi(tS − [ti −|~rS −~ri|/c])2,
where tS is the calculated propagation time from
the putative source point to theith antenna,ti is the
measured time for that antenna as defined by the
first 6σV criterion outlined above,rS is the putative
source point in coordinate space,ri is the known lo-
cation for theith antenna, and the sum runs over all
the hit antennas.

3. If the source location for events passing the previous
two requirements is consistent with the known loca-
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Figure 3: Single event surviving all event cuts for template-
based analysis.

tion of the englacial calibration pulser, the event is
rejected as a pulser event.

In the final step, triggered events passing the first three re-
quirements are then compared to all other events satisfying
those requirements. If the two events are ‘similar’ (as de-
fined by a direct dot product between the two event wave-
forms, or by the timing pattern of the hit antennas), the
events are rejected as ‘repetitive’ and unlikely to arise from
‘interesting’ physics processes such as neutrinos interact-
ing in-ice, or radio waves emanating from charged cosmic
ray (CCR) extensive air showers (EAS) above the array.

Application of the above event selection to testbed data
acquired between March 2011 and August 2011 results in
one event passing all applied cuts, shown in Figure 3.

Three additional inputs are needed to translate this result
into an upper limit on the neutrino flux, namely, the effec-
tive volume, based on Monte Carlo simulations, as a func-
tion of neutrino energy, a rigorous accounting of the trig-
ger efficiency, and, finally, the livetime of the array during
the period of data-taking relevant for this analysis. For the
former, neutrino waveforms, simulated without noise, are
superimposed upon testbed forced trigger data correspond-
ing to the time relevant to this analysis, and intended to
sample the radio-frequency environment. This procedure
ensures that any tails in event voltage distributions, e.g.,
are well-represented in the simulation. The estimated re-
construction efficiency for the ARA Testbed, as a function
of energy (eitherEν or ECCR) is presented in Figure 4.

For the latter, the total livetime is estimated by calculat-
ing the fraction of times that we observe the englacial cali-
bration pulser, which is set to fire within 4 microseconds of
the GPS second. Over the data-taking time period covered
by this analysis, we register 98.4% of the cal pulser trig-
gers we expect, and take this as an estimate of the testbed
livetime. The trigger efficiency is still being evaluated.

5 Summary
There are currently two analyses being pursued within
the ARA collaboration to identify ultra-high energy neu-
trino events. One applies a series of cuts to eliminate
background and maximize neutrino signal acceptance. The
other applies minimal cuts and uses a template matching al-

Figure 4: Signal reconstruction efficiency using template-
based analysis.

gorithm to eliminate background events. The methods will
be applied to the full TestBed data set and will provide val-
ues for the upper limits of the neutrino flux or identify a
neutrino flux within the coming year.
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